Status Correction in Commerce

This is the restricted Version of the Status Correction Blue-Print. This allows you to get an idea of exactly what you will receive with your donation.

If you would like to donate $150 to ThcTrust.org to retrieve the unrestricted version, which includes all templates and updates, please contact coaching@thctrust.org
I. Recession of Signature Nullification of Contracts (.doc) [updated 10.1.2016]
   *The goal is to reach an equitable result by returning the parties to the position they were in before the contract was entered into and avoiding unjust enrichment.*

II. Authenticate the **Certificate of Title** then record **Affidavit** (.doc) of ownership on the Title [updated 9/26/2016].
   The National filing is about identifying assets and titling them to your trust, so that we can grant or pledge (use) the value of our assets, in commercial paper. Such as the the Secured Party Creditor Bond. Research in the UCC about documents of Title (article 7). Research Assets vs Securities vs Liens vs Entitlements (dig in)

III. **Statement of Accounting** (.doc) - [September 26, 2016] UCC 9-210 covers the Statement of Accounting (the Value). The purpose is to account for the VALUE of our entitlement in the asset(s) underlying the certificate.

IV. Understand that you need to operate in Trust (over the Estate). At this time we hold title in the Living Trust,. as reflected in our UCC-1 financing statement. Others use other types of Trusts. For your convenience here is a template for a
   I. **Common Law (Business Trust)**, (.doc) *you do NOT need to record this*  The proper trust relationship gives you control over the Estate (JOHN ALEX DOE). Keep the below Items with your Trust (binder of important instruments), also for your convenience, heres a **Certification** (.doc) w Schedule A

   **Living Trust** (.doc) **(Youtube Video)** The trust doesn’t necessarily need to be recorded behind the UCC. Also, you may NOT want to use your SS# with your living trust. I intend to use an EIN where necessary. The UCC needs to indicate that collateral is held in Trust and that the Trust does exist.

   [(1)Resolution 75,(2)Peace Treaty,(3)Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples(4)Public Law 73-10] *noteworthy reading* “registration of claim as successor”

V. Where should I File my UCC-1? **Here**

VI. National Filing Explanatory Video:
   Archived Video July 17, 2016 [The Long Video, updated 7.17.2016]
   Archived Video July 17,2016 [The Short Video, updated 7.17.2016]

VII. Example of the **National** UCC-1 recording [updated 9.26.2016] **Notes** about Article 8 Filing

VIII. **Secured Party Creditor**, Filing - [ This entire section will be updated soon, i posted this note on 9.29.2016]

IX. SPC **UCC-1**
   (1) **Bond Indenture & Security Agreement** (.doc) [updated 9.29.2016]
   (2) **Discharging & Indemnity Bond** (create one) - [updated 9.29.2016]
   (3) **Copyright # 15-000089** (youtube video)
   (4) **DBA registration statement** (use your states prescribed form)
   (5) **Assessment Schedule** .doc (needs update)
   (6) **Power of Attorney** .doc

References And Study - Material
(1) Treasury publication: **Questions and Answers about Trusts** (includes info on Trust Registration Statements)
(2) Example “**Trust as Secured Party, using registration statement on the UCC**”
(3) Tex Notes Notes -July 17, 2016
(4) Article: **How Does a Revocable Living Trust Avoid Probate** (.pdf version),
(5) *Important Read* Regarding Article 8, Book Entry, and Direct Vs Indirect Holding
(6) **Seek But You Wont Find** (non-ucc filing)
(7) Further research: Keys to Liberty **website** (8) Bailee Bailor Relationship (9) **UCC Canada Info**